
Welcome to the 37th

Sunshine Coast Festival 
of the Written Arts.
We acknowledge with gratitude that the Festival takes place 
on the traditional unceded territory of the shíshálh Nation.

Tickets will go on sale on 
Wednesday, May 29 at 8 am

by telephone and online.
Telephone: 604-885-9631 or 1-800-565-9631

Online: www.share-there.com/writersfestival
Note: a small processing fee wil be charged for online sales.

You can purchase tickets in person starting 
Thursday, May 30 at the Festival office.

Regardless of how you purchase tickets, you will need 
to pick up paper tickets printed by the Festival of 
the Written Arts. Tickets will be ready for pick-up 
on Wednesday, June 19. We will also hold them for 
pick-up until you arrive at the Festival in August.
Please call the office to make special arrangements to 
have your tickets mailed. 
Office location, hours, contact information:

Rockwood Centre
5511 Shorncliffe Avenue,Sechelt, BC V0N 3A0

Open Monday to Friday, 9 am to 4:30 pm
Telephone: 604-885-9631 or 1-800-565-9631

Email: info@writersfestival.ca | Website: www.writersfestival.ca

Ticket sales will begin on Wednesday, May 29 at 8 am by telephone at 604-885-9631 or 1-800-565-9631 or online at www.share-there.com/writersfestivalIllu
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A member of the Dogrib (Tlicho) Nation from Fort Smith, 
NWT, Richard Van Camp’s compelling stories take many forms. 
He has written eight books for children and babies, including 
Little You, which won the R. Ross Arnett Award for Children’s 
Literature; authored two comic books and four graphic novels, 
including A Blanket of Butterflies which was nominated for an 
Eisner Award; scripted for the Gemini-winning CBC television 
show North of 60; written four short story collections, taking 
home the Georges Bugnet Award for Godless but Loyal to 
Heaven; and written five novels, including The Lesser Blessed, 
which was adapted for the screen and debuted at the Toronto 
International Film Festival. His most recent book is Moccasin 
Square Gardens, a collection of 10 short stories that are pure 
Van Camp: honest, funny, insightful, and peopled by vivid 
characters that are both original and familiar. 

Richard Van Camp
8:00 pm • Thursday • August 15

1

Adam Pottle is the author of several works in different genres, 
including Ultrasound, a full-length play; Beautiful Mutants, a 
collection of poetry; and Mantis Dreams: The Journal of Dr. 
Dexter Ripley, his first published novel, and winner of the 
City of Saskatoon and Saskatoon Public Library Award at the 
Saskatchewan Book Awards. Pottle was born with sensorineural 
hearing loss and is hearing impaired in both ears. He credits this 
“sensory calibration” with fueling his imagination and nurturing 
his unique relationship with words. His latest work, Voice, is 
a memoir that explores the influence deafness has had on his 
development as a writer, on his use of language, and his choice of 
plots and characters. “Pottle’s prose is crisp, vivid, and frequently 
humorous,” said Quill & Quire, of Voice. Believing that disability 
informs creative expression, Pottle’s story highlights how who 
we are informs what we create.

Adam Pottle
9:00 am • Friday • August 16

2

In addition to being the editor of numerous anthologies of 
essays, poetry and fiction, Rhea Tregebov is the author of seven 
volumes of poetry, including Remembering History, which won 
the Pat Lowther Memorial Award. Her debut novel, The Knife-
Sharpener’s Bell, earned the J.I. Segal Award for Fiction and 
was listed as a top 100 book by The Globe and Mail. Tregebov’s 
newest novel, Rue de Rosiers, follows the floundering Sarah, the 
youngest of the three Levine sisters, as she moves to Paris in 
search of an identity. Prone to making decisions by tossing a lucky 
penny, a random act of terrorism changes Sarah’s life, giving her 
some direction. But what of the consequences? Tregebov uses 
her considerable skills for imagery and storytelling to bring us a 
powerful story and a compelling read. 

Rhea Tregebov
10:30 am • Friday • August 16

3

Practice and more practice marks the life of a career musician. 
Ian Hampton, or Jan to his friends, has practised and played 
his way to an extraordinary career. A highly acclaimed cellist, 
educator and administrator, he has played with the London 
Symphony Orchestra, Edinburgh String Quartet, was principal 
cellist with the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, founded the 
renowned Purcell String Quartet, and is a founder of the Langley 
Community Music School. In his inventive memoir, Jan in 35 
Pieces: A Memoir in Music, Hampton adopts the third person, 
allowing him to take on a storyteller’s tone as he recounts many 
colourful stories from his life in classical music. It took Hampton 
10 years to write his “mostly true” memoir, his practice once 
again paying off as Jan in 35 Pieces was a finalist for the RBC 
Taylor Prize.
Ian Hampton will be appearing with author and violinist 
Barbara Nickel, who served as editor of Jan in 35 Pieces.

Ian Hampton
2:30 pm • Friday • August 16

5
in conversation with Barbara Nickel

In an ever-changing world where gender has become fluid, are 
gender stereotypes at all useful? Are young people still straining 
against tightly defined gender roles? Rachel Giese, an award-
winning journalist and author of the critically acclaimed book, 
Boys: What It Means to Become a Man, certainly thinks so. 
While things have been slowly changing for girls, Giese, herself 
the mother of a boy, spent three years researching and writing 
her book, talking to sports organizations, the Boy Scouts, parents, 
teachers, psychologists, and young men and boys. She discovers 
that boys are still expected to “man up” and suppress all emotions 
other than anger and happiness, taking a toll on the social and 
emotional development of boys and teens. What do these stifling 
expectations of masculinity mean for them as they grow into 
men? Blending personal narrative with extensive research and 
reportage, Giese extends the conversation of gender identity, 
presenting a powerful argument for true gender equality. 

Rachel Giese
4:00 pm • Friday • August 16

6

Terry Fallis took the Canadian publishing world by storm 
with his 2008 debut novel The Best Laid Plans. It won the 
Stephen Leacock Medal for Humour, was the 2011 winner of 
CBC Canada Reads as the “essential novel of the decade,” and 
has been adapted for both television and theatre. All six of his 
novels are bestsellers, with his third, Up and Down, winning the 
Ontario Library Association Evergreen Award, and his fourth, 
No Relation, earning him another Leacock Medal. Known for 
his laid back writing style, compelling and humorous narratives, 
and his luckless but decent characters, the Canadian Booksellers 
Association presented him with the Libris Award for Author of 
the Year in 2013. His next novel, Albatross, will be released in 
early August, meaning Festival audiences will be among the first 
in the country to enjoy his newest novel. As the National Post 
said: “When it’s Terry Fallis, you know it means a good book.”

Terry Fallis
8:30 pm • Friday • August 16

8

Randy Boyagoda is a talented writer, critic and scholar. His 
debut novel, Governor of the Northern Province, a satire 
about a former African warlord who moves to Canada to take 
advantage of small-town hospitality, was nominated for the 
Scotiabank Giller Prize. Beggar’s Feast, a rags-to-riches story 
that follows Sam Kandy’s rise from poverty to wealthy headman, 
was widely critically acclaimed and a New York Times Book 
Review Editor’s Choice. In his latest, most personal, novel, 
Original Prin, we follow Princely St. John Umbiligoda through 
a mid-life crisis that has him unwittingly participating in a jihad 
in the fictional country of Dragomans after a cancer diagnosis 
sets him on a path of spiritual re-awakening. Called “tightly 
paced” and “richly humorous” by the Toronto Star, Boyagoda’s 
latest novel is fresh and inventive, giving us a flawed protagonist 
whose Catholic beliefs are at the heart of his identity.

Randy Boyagoda
9:00 am • Saturday • August 17

9

“The way I live is to write,” Elizabeth Hay told CBC’s Shelagh 
Rogers in an interview. With 10 published books and a host of 
literary honours, it’s safe to say Hay is living a good writing life. 
Her first novel, A Student of the Weather, won the Canadian 
Authors Association Award for Fiction; her second, Garbo 
Laughs, won the Ottawa Book Award; and her third, Late 
Nights On Air, won the Scotiabank Giller Prize. Her most recent 
work, All Things Consoled: a daughter’s memoir, was a finalist 
for the RBC Taylor Prize and won the 2018 Hilary Weston 
Writers’ Trust Prize for Nonfiction. Hay recounts the challenges 
she faced in caring for her aging parents and the complicated 
emotions brought up in being ‘the good daughter.’ The writing is 
penetrating and concise, and while a highly personal story, it is 
told with clarity and compassion, and sometimes brutal honesty, 
making for a compelling and relatable read. 

Elizabeth Hay
7:00 pm • Friday • August 16

7
Ian Williams is one of those special writers excelling at penning 
poetry as well as prose. His first book, You Know Who You Are, 
was a finalist for the ReLit Poetry Prize, while Personals was 
shortlisted for the Griffin Poetry Prize and the Robert Kroetsch 
Award. His short story collection, Not Anyone’s Anything, won 
the Danuta Gleed Literary Award for the best first collection of 
short fiction in Canada. His latest work, Reproduction, is a novel 
about families—those we are born into and those we choose to 
form. Teenaged Felicia and the much older Edgar meet in the 
hospital room their dying mothers are sharing. Babies are born, 
denials and misunderstanding abound while a host of diverse 
characters navigate class, race and what it means to be a family. 
Balancing grief with humour, Williams’ debut novel is further 
proof of his literary prowess. 

Ian Williams
1:00 pm • Friday • August 16
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Rockwood Centre 
Sechelt, 

British Columbia
August 15-182 0 1 9
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General Information
• There are no refunds unless an event is cancelled. A $5 fee is charged 
  for ticket exchanges.
• Lost or stolen tickets are the responsibility of the purchaser and cannot 
  be replaced.
• The Festival Pavilion, our venue, is fully accessible. Please call the 
  office prior to the Festival if you have special seating needs.
• A limited number of parking spots for people with physical disabilities 
  are available on a first-come first-served basis.
• There will be a drop-off and pick-up area at the Shorncliffe Avenue 
  entrance to the Festival site.
• Please sign up for our digital newsletter to receive news, updates and 
  advisories. The sign-up box is on the Contact Us page at
   www.writersfestival.ca.
• Please support our zero waste goal by bringing your own reusable 
  water bottles and coffee cups. Commercially bottled water is not sold 
  on the Festival site. Drinking water will be available.
• More information at www.writersfestival.ca/guest-information



Ticket sales will begin on Wednesday, May 29 at 8 am by telephone at 604-885-9631 or 1-800-565-9631 or online at www.share-there.com/writersfestival

Festival Passes
   Events 1 - 21        ______ x $275 =  $_______

   Day Passes Friday or Saturday     ______ x   $95 =  $_______

                   Sunday       ______ x   $85 =  $_______

Thursday, August 15
 1.    8:00 pm  Richard Van Camp 
          ______ x   $16 =  $_______

Friday, August 16
 2.    9:00 am Adam Pottle     ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 3.  10:30 am  Rhea Tregebov    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 4.    1:00 pm  Ian Williams    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 5.    2:30 pm Ian Hampton    
   with Barbara Nickel    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 6.    4:00 pm Rachel Giese    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 7.   7:00 pm Elizabeth Hay    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 8.    8:30 pm Terry Fallis    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

Saturday, August 17
 9.    9:00 am  Randy Boyagoda    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 10. 10:30 am Michael C. Klein
    with Seth Klein    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 11.    1:00 pm Yasuko Thanh    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 12.    2:30 pm Chantal Gibson and Chelene Knight
         ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 13.    4:00 pm Eden Robinson     ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 14.    7:00 pm Peter Robinson    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 15.    8:30 pm Lee Maracle
   Bruce Hutchison Memorial Lecture
         ______ x   $16 =  $_______

Sunday, August 18
 16.    9:00 am Ann Hui     ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 17.  10:30 am Keith Maillard    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 18.     1:00 pm Alicia Elliott    ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 19.     2:30 pm New Voices: 
              Nazanine Hozar and Lindsay Wong
   with Andreas Schroeder
         ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 20.    4:00 pm Darrel J. McLeod ______ x   $16 =  $_______

 21.    7:30 pm Katherine Penfold Trio
                            ______ x   $20 =  $_______

                       Total         $_______

2019 
   Festival Planner
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www.writersfestival.ca

What a treat to have talented singer songwriter Katherine Pen-
fold close out our Festival. Beginning her career at just 13 years 
old singing Celtic and folk music while touring coffee houses, 
Penfold now regularly sells out shows singing her unique brand 
of soul, blues, jazz and pop. A singer with a broad vocal range, 
she can beautifully belt out songs of deep emotion while also 
drawing you into her inner circle with quiet tones of reflection. 
Her song writing is just as powerful as her voice, and her skills 
were recognized when she won the prestigious GrooveFM singer 
songwriter competition. The gifted Penfold also plays several 
instruments proficiently and studied classical piano and jazz 
at Brandon University. She has released three well-received al-
bums:  Journals, Love, and Keep Christmas With You, with a 
fourth, Sweetest Thing, to be released later this year.

Katherine Penfold Trio
7:30 pm • Sunday • August 18

21

Stories can help us make sense of the world, and nowhere is this 
more evident than in Darrel J. McLeod’s memoir Mamaskatch: 
A Cree Coming of Age. Growing up in small town northern Al-
berta, McLeod’s life was marked by his mother Bertha’s horrific 
experiences at residential school, leading to a life of violence, in-
stability and poverty. Yet the stories of Cree culture and history 
that Bertha told her children had a lasting impact on McLeod, 
acting as companions to him as he journeyed down some interest-
ing and adventurous paths in his life, including becoming a chief 
negotiator of land claims for the federal government and earning 
a degree in French literature. Mamaskatch, named after the Cree 
word that ranges in meaning from ‘how strange’ to ‘it’s a miracle,’ 
is a powerful, honest, and uplifting work, was a finalist for the 
RBC Taylor Prize and won the 2018 Governor General’s Literary 
Award for Nonfiction.

Darrel J. McLeod
4:00 pm • Sunday • August 18

20

Alicia Elliott is a Haudenosaunee writer living in Brantford, 
Ontario. In 2018, Elliott was named the recipient of the RBC 
Taylor Emerging Writer Award. Her short fiction has appeared 
in Journey Prize Stories, Best Canadian Stories and Best 
American Short Stories. Her essays have been published in 
many prestigious magazines, newspapers and literary journals 
including Maclean’s, Maisonneuve, The Globe and Mail, Grain, 
Reader’s Digest, and Today’s Parent. Her nonfiction piece, 
“A Mind Spread Out on the Ground,” was published in The 
Malahat Review and received a Gold Medal at the National 
Magazine Awards. That work is now part of her new collection 
of essays by the same name. Told with unflinching honesty, 
A Mind Spread Out on the Ground is a deeply personal book 
examining important topics such as depression, colonialism, 
racism, poverty, and love, told in Elliott’s clear and vital voice. 

Alicia Elliott
1:00 pm • Sunday • August 18

18

Keith Maillard is a prolific writer of formidable talent. He is the 
author of 14 novels including Motet, winner of the Ethel Wilson 
Fiction Prize; The Clarinet Polka, winner of the Creative Arts 
Prize by the Polish American Historical Association; Hazard 
Zones, which was nominated for the Commonwealth Literary 
Prize; and Gloria, which was shortlisted for the Governor 
General’s Literary Award. His poetry collection, Dementia 
Americana, won the Gerald Lampert Memorial Award for best 
first book of poetry published in Canada. His latest work, the 
much anticipated novel, Twin Studies, examines the intricate 
connections between twins and siblings, friends and lovers, 
while also exploring the nature of gender and sexuality. Called 
“extraordinary” and “the perfect product of our times,” Twin 
Studies is a deeply layered novel blessed with beautiful prose 
and a compelling story.

Keith Maillard
10:30 am • Sunday • August 18

17

Lee Maracle is a storyteller, poet, thinker, and, over the last 
four decades, has become one of the most prolific and respected 
Indigenous writers in Canada. Maracle’s writings shed light on 
the injustices faced by Indigenous people, especially women, 
using her remarkable ability to tell her Sto:lo people’s “old 
stories” in a contemporary context. She is the author of seven 
books of fiction, three works of nonfiction, two collections of 
poetry, numerous essays, and a contributor to many anthologies. 
Her latest book, My Conversations with Canadians, is a 
collection of forthright essays in which she answers some of the 
“big” questions she’s been asked over the years at public events, 
tackling issues of identity, racism, and sexism. In Maracle’s 
trademark honest, thoughtful, and conversational tone, she 
explores ways we can work together to reimagine a different 
future for our nation. Lee Maracle will be delivering this year’s 
Bruce Hutchinson Memorial Lecture. 

Lee Maracle
8:30 pm • Saturday • August 17

15
Bruce Hutchison Memorial Lecture

Where would the town of Eastvale be without Detective Chief 
Inspector Alan Banks? Beginning in 1987 with his first novel, 
Gallows View, author Peter Robinson has created one of 
the best known and loved detectives. DCI Banks is a decent, 
hard-working, clever detective with a unique and broad taste 
in music. Robinson’s latest book, Careless Love, is the 25th 
installment in the Inspector Bank series, and has Banks and his 
team trying to solve two suspicious deaths. With The Guardian 
calling Careless Love “as enthralling a read as the first Banks 
titles,” Robinson’s novels continue to delight fans and critics 
alike. His books have been translated into 19 languages, and 
have won numerous awards including the prestigious Grand 
Prix de Littérature Policière for the French translation of In a 
Dry Season, Denmark’s Palle Rosenkrantz Award, and several 
Arthur Ellis Awards for Best Novel.

Peter Robinson
7:00 pm • Saturday • August 17

14

Chantal Gibson and
Chelene Knight

2:30 pm • Saturday • August 17
12

The Festival is pleased to present two extraordinary Canadian 
voices in conversation and performance.
Chantal Gibson is interested in art, colonization, social activism 
and the overlap between literary and visual art. Her multimedia art 
projects have been shown at various galleries across Canada. They 
call attention to the imperialist ideas that are embedded in everyday 
things—from text books to souvenir spoons. Her first book, How She 
Read, is an innovative collection of poems that tackle representations 
of Blackness, womanhood, betrayal and freedom. 
Chelene Knight, a graduate of SFU’s Writer’s Studio, has been 
published in numerous publications and anthologies, including 
The Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, Making Room and Black 
Writers Matter. She is the author of the poetry collection Braided 
Skin and the creative nonfiction memoir Dear Current Occupant, 
winner of the 2018 Vancouver Book Award, where she explores 
ideas of home and belonging by writing letters to the current 
occupants of her former residences.

Yasuko Thanh is a very talented and versatile writer. Her short 
story collection, Floating Like the Dead, was shortlisted for the 
Danuta Gleed Literary Award and the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize. 
Her novel, Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains, won 
the Rogers Writers’ Trust Fiction Prize and the City of Victoria 
Butler Book Prize. Her latest book is a memoir of her turbulent 
early life before becoming a successful writer. Mistakes to Run 
With recounts how, at 15 and an honour roll student, she ran away 
from home into a life of drugs and alcohol and living on the streets. 
At 16, she became a sex worker, enduring beatings, arrests, crack 
cocaine, and an unwanted pregnancy. A frank, deeply moving 
memoir, Thanh bravely examines her journey from troubled teen 
to award-winning writer with insight and clarity, cementing her 
place as one of Canada’s most compelling voices.

Yasuko Thanh
1:00 pm • Saturday • August 17

11

The Festival is pleased to present debut authors Nazanine 
Hozar and Lindsay Wong as this year’s New Voices in con-
versation with Andreas Schroeder.
Nazanine Hozar is a MFA graduate of the UBC Creative Writing 
Program. Her debut novel, Aria, set in Iran in the years leading 
up to the Khomeini Revolution, tells the story of an abandoned 
infant and the people who rescue her. A gripping rags-to-riches 
story, Margaret Atwood called it “A Doctor Zhivago of Iran.”
Lindsay Wong’s memoir, The Woo-Woo: How I Survived Ice 
Hockey, Drug Raids, Demons, and my Crazy Chinese Family, 
is the incredible story of how a dysfunctional family copes—or 
not—with mental illness. A compelling read, The Woo Woo was 
a finalist for Canada Reads and for the Hilary Weston Writers’ 
Trust of Canada Prize for Nonfiction.
Roberts Creek resident Andreas Schroeder is the author of 
23 books of fiction, nonfiction and poetry.

New Voices
2:30 pm • Sunday • August 18

19
In Chop Suey Nation, author Ann Hui explores the ubiquitous 
Chinese-Canadian restaurant, the kind that serves Chinese food 
adapted to Western tastes. Think sweet and sour chicken balls 
or fried rice, or any dish you might have eaten in a small town 
Chinese restaurant that was covered in a thick sweet or savory 
sauce, a nod to Western “gravy.” Hui travelled from Victoria, 
BC to Fogo Island, Newfoundland, visiting many small town 
restaurants, searching out “good fake Chinese,” meeting the 
owners, immigrants who came to Canada looking for a better 
life. Often family-run, the restaurants pass from generation 
to generation, but the menu remains steadfast and regionally 
unique: ginger beef in Alberta but fried macaroni and beef in 
Quebec. Weaving together her own family history with the 
captivating stories of these entrepreneurial restaurateurs, Hui’s 
book takes us down a compelling road less travelled, yet uniquely 
Canadian and familiar.

Ann Hui
9:00 am • Sunday • August 18

16
Since earning her MFA in Creative Writing from UBC in 1996, 
Haisla and Heiltsuk author Eden Robinson has published 
numerous works. Her first book, the critically acclaimed short 
story collection, Traplines, won the Winifred Holtby Prize, 
while her debut novel, Monkey Beach, was nominated for both 
the Scotiabank Giller Prize and the Governor General’s Literary 
Award, and won the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize. In 2016, she 
received the prestigious Writers’ Trust Engel/Finley Award 
for her body of work and in 2017 received the Writers’ Trust 
Fellowship. Her most recent novels are the first two in a trilogy 
involving shape-shifting teenager Jared. Son of a Trickster was 
nominated for the Scotiabank Giller Prize, while the second 
book, Trickster Drift, was described by Maclean’s as “blending 
vampire queen Anne Rice with First Nations mythology.” Writing 
with clarity, humour and honesty, Robinson’s tales are powerful 
and insightful, making her one of Canada’s finest storytellers.

Eden Robinson
4:00 pm • Saturday • August 17

13Michael C. Klein
10:30 am • Saturday • August 17

10
Refusing to serve as a doctor in the American military during the 
Vietnam War, Michael C. Klein came to Canada in 1967. He began 
his life as a dissident doctor in Montreal where he established a 
family practice and became a professor and researcher at McGill 
University. Klein led a landmark study which demonstrated that 
episiotomies, routinely performed in hospitals during delivery 
of babies, caused the very problems it was supposed to prevent. 
With a person-centred focus in his practice, Klein has been a critic 
of the health sector, questioning the value of standard medical 
procedures, and becoming a champion of midwifery before it 
was approved in Canada. In his first book, Dissident Doctor: 
Catching Babies and Challenging the Medical Status Quo, Klein 
describes his push for change, intermingling personal stories with 
professional ones, with insight and humour.
Michael will be in conversation with his son Seth Klein, former 
director of the BC Centre for Policy Alternatives.

in conversation 
with Seth Klein

Nazanine Hozar and
Lindsay Wong


